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The CREATE Tower in Singapore sets the scene for vertical
networking among its various institutions. Marta H. Wisniewska sees
this as a strength.
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CREATE Tower: interdisciplinary research centers from renowned universities brought
together for the first time. (Photo: Marta H. Wisniewska)

When the National Research Foundation of Singapore (NRF) first came up
with the idea of uniting many different universities to conduct their research
projects in one educational hub in 2009, a lot of focus was placed on the
uniqueness of such an academic community and the interaction
opportunities this would generate.
Within the Campus for Research Excellence And Technological Enterprise
(CREATE – Singaporeans love their abbreviations!), interdisciplinary
research centers from renowned universities were brought together for the
first time. Apart from ETH Zurich (represented as the Singapore-ETH
Centre), the CREATE Tower also houses the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Technical University of Munich, University of California
Berkeley, Peking University, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, National
University of Singapore and Nanyang Technological University.
This kind of setting fosters interactions between the institutions on many
levels, informally as well as professionally. Similar routines and routes of
researchers encourage contact on a daily basis during commuting,
lunchtimes and after work activities. However, it took a while for the
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different entities to settle in and get used to their surroundings, let alone
have the time to notice their neighbors!
Several months ago, a cross institute Foosball tournament actually turned
out to be a major icebreaker. For the first time, researchers from all over
CREATE were brought together in the spirit of healthy competition!
Although TU Munich was unbeatable and won both 1st and 2nd place, this
event essentially served to bring many of the researchers into initial
contact with each other in a social setting.
As a result of the new bonds that were formed during the tournament, a
rotating event called ‘CREATE Talks’ was initiated at a grassroots level to
enhance the professional communication between research institutes.
Scholars volunteer to present their work in front of an interdisciplinary
audience, consisting of other doctoral candidates and professors at
CREATE. This opportunity allows them to present their theses to a very
diverse peer group and receive valuable input from them, especially for our
doctoral candidates who may sometimes find it hard to contact their
advisors. I believe that this kind of informal exchange of information is one
of the greatest strengths of the CREATE project.
In the meantime, it has become a tradition for each of the in-house
institutes to organize social events. To mention a few, MIT brought the
spirit of the American Thanksgiving with a traditional turkey roast and other
dishes. We also had a chance to socialize during the Oktoberfest
organized by TU Munich, where Wies’n music, German beer and
traditional outfits partially recreated the atmosphere of a ‘Beer Tent’. In
return, we organized a Christmas party with international influences and
Gluhwein (mulled wine), which tastes completely different in a tropical
climate. These events usually take place on one of the sky gardens in the
tower, among planted bamboos and overlooking the campus and its
environs. Even though these vertical interactions are already very
promising, it will still take a lot of effort to encourage and strengthen new
bonds.
I think it is high time to organize another Foosball championship to return
the trophy to its rightful place at the Singapore-ETH Centre – and to learn
more about our colleagues’ research of course! Ideally, this vertical
communication can be seen as a key feature and resource for the
Singapore-ETH community, not only during our time here at the Future
Cities Laboratory, but even more in later stages of our careers.
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Image Gallery

One of the Networking
Sessions on the sky garden
in CREATE Tower. (Photo:
FCL)

Sometimes the most
effective collaborations
emerge during semi formal
meetings, for example in
the Chinese style – during
dinner. (Photo: FCL)

During CREATE talks
sessions researchers have
an opportunity to discuss
their work with Professors
from other universities.
(Photo: Teresa Tan)
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